INTRODUCTION







Can for Manufacturing and Filling Cans is producing aerosol and non-aerosol products. it was established since 1985 in the 10th of
Ramadan city which is about 50 km east of Cairo. Our products are: Flying & Crawling insecticides. Repellent mats. Electronic devices
cleaner and lubricant. Glass, Oven, Bathroom & Stainless cleaner. Furniture, Parquet and Dash board polish. Air freshener, Body
deodorant, Hair mousse & Shaving foam. Refill gas lighter.

INSECTICIDES







FLYING INSECTICIDES
Insect spray and liquid contain powerful agents that instantly knock
down and kill flies. It is most effective when sprayed directly on insects or
when sprayed by short bursts into a room. Keep the room closed for 10
min.
Spray is available in: 250, 300 & 400 ml.








CRAWLING INSECTICIDES
Insect spray and powder contain powerful agents that instantly knock
down and kill cockroaches, ants, fleas, and other crawling insects. It is
most effective when sprayed directly on insects and where insects are
found. Ventilate the place before use.
Spray is available in: 250, 300 & 500 ml.







MATS REPELLENT
One repellent mat is sufficient for a medium size room while the window
is opened. Put the mat into the mat device then connect the electric
current. You will smell a light odour denoting that the mat is working. The
effect of the mat lasts for 10 hours or until it loses its colour.

DETERGENTES


 




OVEN AND GRILL CLEANER
It is a unique formula that dissolves grease on ovens, boilers, barbeque
grills, toasters and all surfaces. It leaves surfaces bright and clean for a
long time.
Spray is available in: 300 ml.








GLASS CLEANER
Glass cleaner cleans all glassy surfaces as windows, car glass, mirrors,
ceramics, marbles and crystals. It gives immediate shine and guarantees
easy and fast cleaning. It removes all the dust while it cleans.
Spray is available in: 300 ml.
Trigger is available in: 500 ml.







STAINLESS POLISH
It is a unique formula which shines and cleans brushed or polished
stainless steel. It has been specially developed for cleaning stainless
steel sinks, draining boards, mixtures, fixtures and fittings leaving them
shiny and free of water marks.
Spray is available in: 300 ml.







BATHROOM CLEANER
It is multipurpose cleaner that cleans mirrors, ceramics, and marble and
bathroom mixers. It gives a deep and powerful shine. It has a unique
formula that ensures easy and fast cleaning. It removes all the dust and
bad odors.








PARQUET AND WOODEN SURFACES POLSIH
It is a unique natural wax formula that cleans & polishes wooden
surfaces such as: Parquet, Cupboards, Doors & wooden stairs. It forms a
protective coat on the applied surfaces. It leaves the surfaces brightened
and cleaned for a long time. Regular use protects the wooden floors and
brings back its natural shine.
Spray is available in: 300 ml.
Trigger is available in: 500 ml.







FURNITURE POLISH
Furniture Polish Spray has a unique and rich formula that gives deep
instant shine. It contains waxes that go into polishing materials leaving
long lasting shine. Spray the surfaces and wipe instantly with soft clean
cloth.
Spray is available in: 300 & 400 ml.






DASHBOARD POLISH
Dashboard Polish has a unique silicon formula that protects your
dashboard and provides a long lasting shine.
Spray is available in: 200, 250 & 750 ml.


LAPTOP, LCD, DVD MB4 &





ELECTRONIC DEVICES LUBRICANT
It lubricates and cleans effectively all dirty contacts as labtop, lcd, dvd &
mb4 leaving behind a film that improves and protects electrical
conductivity. It displaces moisture and prevents rust and corrosion. It will
also free any frozen parts of rust, corrosion, scale, varnish, carbon, or
gum. Amazingly fast acting.
Spray is available in: 200 & 300 ml.



LAPTOP, LCD, DVD & MB4





ELECTRONIC DEVICES CLEANER
It is a cleaning agent suitable for all low electric current contacts and
mechanical devices as labtop, lcd, dvd & mb4. It contains a very effective
dissolving agent which helps in quick and gentle removing of oil, oxide,
dust, grease and other contaminating particles from magnetic heads,
rollers, and mechanisms. It will not attack common materials such as
rubber and plastic. It dries quickly and
leaves no residue.
Spray is available in: 200 & 300 ml.

COSMETICS







AIRFRESHENER
Air freshener is specially developed distinctive fragrances that freshens
the air with delicate beautiful scent all around your home, office & car. It
diffuses a pleasant scent and refreshment in a short time. It does not
spoil or stain fabrics. It is available in dry and wet formulas.
Spray is available in: 250 & 300 ml.






AIRFRESHENER DISPENSER
Air freshener is specially developed distinctive fragrances that freshens
the air with delicate beautiful scent all around your home, office & car. It
diffuses a pleasant scent and refreshment in a short time. It does not
spoil or stain fabrics. Suitable for all dispensers
Spray is available in: 260 ml.


 




HAIR MOUSSE
Hair mousse is specially produced to add extra volume and shine to your
hair. The formula is enriched with protein and pro-vitamin B15 that
nourishes your hair leaving it shiny and healthy. It provides both
conditioning and hold without any clumps or build-up. It works by using
synthetic resins to coat the hair to take a certain shape. It is applied to
wet hair before drying and styling. It can be used on naturally curly hair
to reduce frizz and define curl.
Spray is available in: 300 ml.


 




SHAVING FOAM
Shaving foam is a foam applied to the face, or wherever else hair grows,
to facilitate shaving. It has a comfort formula and rich creamy foam that
spreads easily and rinse clean. Experience defense against irritation for
a smooth shave. It offers a comfortable and freshening shave for all
types of skin.
Spray is available in: 250 ml.






BODY DEODORANT
A unique and exciting blend of perfume and essential oils giving an allover, long-lasting fresh to your body throughout the day or night.
Spray is Available in: 150 ml.

MISCELLANEOUS


 




SNOW PARTY
Impress your guests with our snow spray at your party. The snow spray
product is used to create fabricating snow, snow scenery and joyful
atmospheres. It sprays continuously and does no harm to skin. It can be
applied on all kinds of festival occasions such as wedding, Christmas,
birthday parties, .……etc. It makes any event exciting and memorable.
Spray is available in 150, 250 & 300 ml.







REFILL GAS LIGHTER
It fills fast and efficiency all major brands of gas lighters as Ronson,
Dunhill, Win & Popular Lighters. It also fills butane powered domestic
appliances. It contains extra refined and purified butane gas for a
cleaner burning flame and trouble free lighter performance.
It is available in: 200, 250, & 300 ml.

